The John Milton Series S 7 9
If you ally craving such a referred The John Milton Series s 7 9
ebook that will pay for you worth, get the totally best seller from
us currently from several preferred authors. If you desire to
humorous books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions
collections are moreover launched, from best seller to one of the
most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all ebook collections The John
Milton Series s 7 9 that we will agreed offer. It is not more or less
the costs. Its very nearly what you dependence currently. This
The John Milton Series s 7 9 , as one of the most effective sellers
here will certainly be in the midst of the best options to review.

Woodrow Wilson - John Milton
Cooper, Jr. 2011-04-05
The first major biography of
America’s twenty-eighth
president in nearly two
decades, from one of America’s
foremost Woodrow Wilson
scholars. A Democrat who
reclaimed the White House
after sixteen years of
Republican administrations,
Wilson was a transformative
president—he helped create
the regulatory bodies and
legislation that prefigured
FDR’s New Deal and would
the-john-milton-series-s-7-9

prove central to governance
through the early twenty-first
century, including the Federal
Reserve system and the
Clayton Antitrust Act; he
guided the nation through
World War I; and, although his
advocacy in favor of joining the
League of Nations proved
unsuccessful, he nonetheless
established a new way of
thinking about international
relations that would carry
America into the United
Nations era. Yet Wilson also
steadfastly resisted progress
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for civil rights, while his
attorney general launched an
aggressive attack on civil
liberties. Even as he reminds
us of the foundational scope of
Wilson’s domestic policy
achievements, John Milton
Cooper, Jr., reshapes our
understanding of the man
himself: his Wilson is warm and
gracious—not at all the dour
puritan of popular imagination.
As the president of Princeton,
his encounters with the often
rancorous battles of academe
prepared him for state and
national politics. Just two years
after he was elected governor
of New Jersey, Wilson, now a
leader in the progressive
movement, won the Democratic
presidential nomination and
went on to defeat Theodore
Roosevelt and William Howard
Taft in one of the twentieth
century’s most memorable
presidential elections. Ever the
professor, Wilson relied on the
strength of his intellectual
convictions and the power of
reason to win over the
American people. John Milton
Cooper, Jr., gives us a vigorous,
lasting record of Wilson’s life
the-john-milton-series-s-7-9

and achievements. This is a
long overdue, revelatory
portrait of one of our most
important
presidents—particularly
resonant now, as another
president seeks to change the
way government relates to the
people and regulates the
economy.
Salvation Row - Mark Dawson
2015-01-07
John Milton is trying to make
amends for a career spent
killing for the British Secret
Service. He has a burning need
to right wrongs - and rewrite
his own bloody past. He finds
himself in Louisiana - the Big
Sleazy, the bayou, and the
post-Katrina wreckage of the
Gulf Coast - with a debt of
honor to repay. Isadora
Bartholomew, who saved his
partner's life, needs his help.
Joel Babineaux, a ruthless
property magnate, is out to
sink the charity she established
to help rebuild the Lower Ninth
Ward. Just when Milton thinks
he has neutralised Babineaux's
scheming, a dangerous man
from his past takes an
unhealthy interest in his
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present. Claude Boon used to
work for the Mossad and might
be more than Milton can
handle. And then the stakes get
even higher... 'Salvation Row'
is the most explosive thriller
yet in Mark Dawson's
bestselling John Milton series.
It's a book no self-respecting
suspense fan will want to be
without.
Ghosts - Professor Dr Mark
Dawson 2014-09-10
John Milton is a ghost. He was
Number One. The most
dangerous assassin in Group
Fifteen, the black-ops
organisation that solves
problems when diplomacy has
failed. Now Milton is Her
Majesty's most wanted fugitive
- an anonymous loner with a
deadly set of skills. So when he
is arrested following a brawl in
a Texas bar, the last person he
expected to bail him out was a
glamorous operative from the
Russian Secret Service. Milton
is blackmailed into finding his
predecessor as Number One.
But she's a ghost, too, and just
as dangerous as him. He finds
himself in deep trouble, playing
the Russians against the British
the-john-milton-series-s-7-9

in a desperate attempt to save
the life of his oldest friend.
Some ghosts are better left
alone. But these two have been
disturbed and now there's
going to be hell to pay. This,
the fifth book in the bestselling John Milton series, is his
most action-packed adventure
yet. Read about the damaged
hero that reviewers are
describing as 'the English Jack
Reacher.'
Milton, Marvell, and the
Dutch Republic - Esther van
Raamsdonk 2020-09-14
The tumultuous relations
between Britain and the United
Provinces in the seventeenth
century provide the backdrop
to this book, striking new
ground as its transnational
framework permits an overview
of their intertwined culture,
politics, trade, intellectual
exchange, and religious
debate. How the English and
Dutch understood each other is
coloured by these factors, and
revealed through an
imagological method, charting
the myriad uses of stereotypes
in different genres and
contexts. The discussion is
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anchored in a specific context
through the lives and works of
John Milton and Andrew
Marvell, whose complex
connections with Dutch people
and society are investigated. As
well as turning overdue
attention to neglected Dutch
writers of the period, the book
creates new possibilities for
reading Milton and Marvell as
not merely English, but
European poets.
Areopagitica - John Milton
1874
Milton’s Italy - Catherine
Martin 2016-12-01
This book joins a growing trend
toward transnational literary
studies and revives a venerable
tradition of Anglo-Italian
scholarship centering on John
Milton. Correcting
misperceptions that have
diminished the international
dimensions of his life and work,
it broadly surveys Milton’s
Italianate studies, travels,
poetics, politics, and religious
convictions. While his debts to
Machiavelli and other classical
republicans are often noted,
few contemporary critics have
the-john-milton-series-s-7-9

explored the Italian sources of
his anti-papal, anti-episcopal,
and anti-formalist religious
outlook. Relying on Milton’s
own testimony, this book
explores its roots in Dante,
Petrarch, Ariosto, and that
great "Venetian enemy of the
pope," Paolo Sarpi, thereby
correcting a recent tendency to
make native English contexts
dominate his development. This
tendency is partly due to a
mistaken belief that Italy was
in steep decline during and
after Milton’s travels of
1638-1639, the period
immediately before he
produced his prose critiques of
the English Church, its canon
law, and its censorship. Yet
these were also fundamentally
"Italian" issues that he skillfully
adapted to meet contemporary
English needs, a practice
enabled by his extraordinarily
positive experience of the
Italian language, cities,
academies, and music, the
latter of which ultimately
influenced Milton’s "operatic"
drama, Samson Agonistes.
Besides republicanism and
theology (radical doctrines of
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free grace and free will),
equally strong influences
treated here include Italian
Neoplatonism, cosmology, and
romance epic. By making these
traditions his own, Milton
became what John Steadman
once described as an
"Italianate Englishman" whose
classical "literary tastes and
critical orientation...were...to a
considerable extent" molded by
Italian critics (1976), a view
that is fully credited and
updated here.
Areopagitica - John Milton
1890
Variorum Commentary on the
Poems of John Milton - A. S. P.
Woodhouse 1972-06
The Jungle - Mark Dawson
2016-05-17
An assassin haunted by his
past. Two young refugees out
of their depth and in need of
his special talents. John Milton
is no stranger to the world's
seedy underbelly. But when the
former British Secret Service
agent comes up against a
ruthless human trafficking
ring, he'll have to fight harder
the-john-milton-series-s-7-9

than ever to conquer the evil in
his path. After Milton meets a
refugee who lost a sister to
people smugglers, he travels
through war-torn Libya and the
murkiest parts of Italy and
France to get the girl back. As
enemies watch his every move,
Milton confronts a group of
Albanian pimps and smugglers
so dangerous, they could easily
make this mission his last. The
Jungle is a gripping standalone
thriller in Mark Dawson's
bestselling John Milton series.
With cinematic set pieces,
characters you'll grow to love,
and edge-of-your-seat action,
it's easy to see why Dawson's
books have been downloaded
more than one million times
and optioned for a big screen
film franchise. Buy The Jungle
to watch "the British Jack
Reacher" get pushed to the
brink today.
The Black Mile - Mark
Dawson 2013-01-25
London, 1940: the Luftwaffe
blitzes London every night for
fifty-seven nights. Houses,
shops and entire streets are
wiped from the map. The
underworld is in flux: the
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Italian criminals who
dominated the West End have
been interned and now their
rivals are fighting to replace
them. Meanwhile, hidden in the
shadows, the Black-Out Ripper
sharpens his knife and sets to
his grisly work. Henry Irving is
a disgraced reporter on a Fleet
Street scandal rag. Genius
detective sergeant Charlie
Murphy is a fresh face in the
Metropolitan police, hunting
corrupt colleagues but
blinkered by ambition and
jealousy. His brother, detective
inspector Frank Murphy,
searches frantically for his
runaway daughter, terrified
that she will be the killer's next
victim. As the Ripper stalks the
terrified streets, the three men
discover that his handiwork is
not quite what it seems.
Conspirators are afoot, taking
advantage of the chaos to
settle old scores. The murders
invade the lives of the victims
and victimizers on both sides of
the law, as everyone is sucked
deeper and deeper into Soho's
black heart. Based on a little
known true story, The Black
Mile is a rollercoaster ride of a
the-john-milton-series-s-7-9

novel that was previously the
most downloaded novel on the
Kindle Store. If you enjoy the
thrillers of James Elroy, Peter
James and Dennis Lehane,
you'll love THE BLACK MILE.
PRAISE FOR MARK DAWSON
'A brilliant debut novel from a
very promising writer.' Subject
'Ultra-addictive, super-stylish a viciously good novel.' Toby
Litt. 'A talent to be watched.'
Birmingham Post PRAISE FOR
THE BLACK MILE 'This is far
and above the best
small/independently published
novel I have ever had the
pleasure of reading.' The
Kindle Book Review 'Dawson
has shown himself to be a true
master of suspense'. Siobian
Minish 'A first class historical
mystery.' Luke Walker 'This
book is worth it for the arcane
London slang alone.
Fascinating. If want to get a
feel for what it was like during
the early part of WWII this will
knock you out. If you like
character development you'll
love it. If you like peeking in on
the lives of people in a long
gone world -- you really love it.'
David E Johnson
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Catalog of Copyright Entries.
Third Series - Library of
Congress. Copyright Office
1958
Includes Part 1, Number 1 & 2:
Books and Pamphlets,
Including Serials and
Contributions to Periodicals
(January - December)
John Milton 3: The Driver Mark Dawson 2023-02-02
Paradise Lost and Paradise
Regained - John Milton
2015-12
The classic epic poem from
John Milton of Satan's war with
heaven and his eventual
temptation of humanity. A plan
is laid out to save humankind
which culminates in the last
book Paradise Regained.
John Milton - John Milton
2013-11-19
An edition of Milton's later
work rk includes the text of six
books of Paradise Lost, The
History of Britain and the
whole of Samson Agonistes.
Through his introduction,
commmentary and full
annotations, Tony Davies sets
the works in their political and
cultural contexts, and
the-john-milton-series-s-7-9

discusses such themes as the
`heroic'; sexuality and gender;
and Milton's interrogation of
the meaning of history.
Paradise Lost - John Milton
1850
Paradise Regained and Samson
Agonistes - Martin Evans
2013-10-28
First published in 2003.
Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Headhunters - Mark Dawson
2015-08-17
Bury your enemies, and bury
them deep. John Milton
thought he was done with Avi
Bachman. The most dangerous
man he's ever known has been
incarcerated in Angola, the
brutal Louisiana prison.
Inmates rarely leave Angola.
Once you go in, the only way
out is in a box. But Bachman is
no ordinary prisoner. He was
an assassin for the Mossad,
and he has favours to call in.
Milton is in the Australian
outback with an old friend and
his flirtatious kid sister, looking
for a summer's peace to put his
troubled mind to rest. But
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Bachman has other plans. He
thinks that Milton killed his
wife, and now he wants
revenge. From Australia to
Israel, from Hong Kong to
Croatia, here is the conclusion
of this brutal chapter in
Milton's life. The two
headhunters are on a collision
course, and only one of them
will walk away. Mark Dawson
is the new master of the pageturning thriller and more than
350,000 copies of the Milton
series have been downloaded
since it was first published.
Don't start this book in bed you will lose sleep.
Paradise Lost - John Milton
1711
Trials of Nature - Björn Quiring
2020-12-14
Focusing on John Milton’s
Paradise Lost , this book
investigates the meta-phorical
identifi cation of nature with a
court of law – an old and
persistent trope, haunted by
ancient aporias, at the
intersection of jurisprudence,
phi-losophy and literature. In
an enormous variety of texts,
from the Greek beginnings of
the-john-milton-series-s-7-9

Western literature onward,
nature has been described as a
courtroom in which an allencompassing trial takes place
and a universal verdict is
executed. The first,
introductory part of this study
sketches an overview of the
metaphor’s development in
European history, from
antiquity to the seventeenth
century. In its second, more
extensive part, the book
concentrates on Milton’s epic
Paradise Lost in which the
problem of the natural law
court finds one of its most
fascinating and detailed
articulations. Using conceptual
tools provided by Hannah
Arendt, Walter Benjamin, Hans
Blumenberg, Gilles Deleuze,
William Empson and Alfred
North Whitehead, the study
demonstrates that the conflicts
in Milton’s epic revolve around
the tension between a
universal legal procedure
inherent in nature and the
positive legal decrees of the
deity. The divine rule is found
to consolidate itself by
Nature’s supple-mentary
shadow government; their
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inconsistencies are not flaws,
but rather fundamental
rhetorical assets, supporting a
law that is inherently “doubleformed”. In Milton’s world,
human beings are thus
confronted with a twofold law
that entraps them in its
endlessly proliferating double
binds, whether they obey or
not. The analysis of this
strange juridical structure can
open up new perspectives on
Milton’s epic, as well as on the
way legal discourse tends to
entangle norms with facts and
thus to embed itself in human
life. This original and
intriguing book will appeal not
only to those engaged in the
study of Milton, but also to
anyone interested in the
relationship between law,
history, literature and
philosophy.
Paradise Lost, and Other
Poems - John Milton 1839
Saint Death - Mark Dawson
2021-04-29
John Milton has been off the
grid for six months. He
surfaces in Ciudad Juarez,
Mexico, and immediately finds
the-john-milton-series-s-7-9

himself drawn into a vicious
battle with the narco-gangs
that control the borderlands.
The Complete Poems of John
Milton - John Milton 1909
Milton, Music and Literary
Interpretation - David
Ainsworth 2019-12-02
Milton, Music and Literary
Interpretation: Reading
through the Spirit constructs a
musical methodology for
interpreting literary text drawn
out of John Milton’s poetry and
prose. Analyzing the linkage
between music and the Holy
Spirit in Milton’s work, it
focuses on harmony and its
relationship to Milton’s
theology and interpretative
practices. Linking both the
Spirit and poetic music to
Milton’s understanding of
teleology, it argues that Milton
uses musical metaphor to
capture the inexpressible
characteristics of the divine.
The book then applies these
musical tools of reading to
examine the non-trinitarian
union between Father, Son,
and Spirit in Paradise Lost,
argues that Adam and Eve’s
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argument does not break their
concord, and puts forward a
reading of Samson Agonistes
based upon pity and grace.
Sleepers - Mark Dawson 2013
When a Russian defector is
assassinated in a sleepy
English seaside town, Group
Fifteen agents John Milton and
Michael Pope find themselves
in a rush to uncover the
culprits and bring them to
justice. Their investigation
leads them to Moscow and a
confrontation with Directorate
S, the agency responsible for
seeding Russian sleeper agents
around the world. When lies
and double crossing mean that
no-one is what they seem, the
two agents - alone and without
backup - struggle to achieve
their goals under the most
dangerous of circumstances.
Set one week before the
opening of The Cleaner, this
compulsive thriller turns back
the clock to Milton as a barely
functioning alcoholic, still
tormented by the ghosts of the
men and women he has killed
in the service of his country.
Milton must fight his own
demons as well as the Russian
the-john-milton-series-s-7-9

assassin sent to eliminate him.
Will he be able to complete his
mission and escape with his
life? -The Sword of God - Mark
Dawson 2014-09-10
A man called Milton walks into
town...On the run from his own
demons, John Milton treks
through the Michigan
wilderness into the town of
Truth. He's not looking for
trouble, but trouble's looking
for him. He finds himself up
against a small-town cop who
has no idea with whom he is
dealing, and no idea how
dangerous he is.But Milton is
double crossed and badly
injured. Unarmed and alone, he
flees into the remote Porcupine
Mountains with a posse on his
tail. His enemies thought they
could hunt him down. That was
a mistake and, where Milton is
concerned, one mistake is all
you get.From best-selling
author Mark Dawson (the John
Milton and Beatrix Rose
series), The Sword of God is
the latest in the acclaimed
series of thrillers that readers
love.
The Cleaner: Mi6 Created
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Him. Now They Want Him
Dead.' - Orange Hippos!
2022-02
Spud - Learning to Fly - John
van de Ruit 2012-09-18
As Spud Milton continues his
diabolical stagger through
adolescence, he learns one of
life's most important lessons:
when dealing with women and
cretins, nothing is ever quite as
it seems. 'I'm practically a man
in most areas,' writes Spud
confidently on his sixteenth
birthday. The year is 1992 and,
as always in South Africa,
radical change is in the air. The
country may be on the bumpy
road to an uncomfortable
redemption, but Spud Milton is
hoping for a smooth ride as he
returns to boarding school as a
senior. Instead, he discovers
that his vindictive arch enemy
is back to taunt him and that a
garrulous Malawian has taken
residence in his dormitory,
along with the regular inmates
and misfits he calls friends.
Spud's world has never seemed
less certain. He attempts to
master Shakespeare, wrestles
constantly with God and the
the-john-milton-series-s-7-9

power of negative thinking, and
develops an aversion to fried
fish after a shocking discovery
about his grandmother,
Wombat. Spud - Learning to
Fly transports the reader on an
authentic tragicomic journey,
deep into the sublime and
ridiculous world of being a
teenager. It is the third and
penultimate instalment in the
series of Spud Milton's
schoolboy diaries, following on
the best-selling Spud and Spud
- The Madness Continues....
The Alamo - Mark Dawson
2017-06-13
New York isn't ready for
Britain's most dangerous exassassin... John Milton has
finally found a place to escape
the bloodshed: off-season
Coney Island. No tourists. No
special ops. Just peace and
quiet. But when a local boy
witnesses a grisly murder,
Milton can't resist
investigating. Milton uncovers
a vicious drug kingpin and a
group of crooked cops from a
notorious precinct known as
"The Alamo." Against such
dangerous foes, Milton's quest
for redemption could come to
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an end.The eleventh book in
the USA Today bestselling John
Milton series delivers thrills,
action, and twists you just
won't see coming. "It's
impossible not to think of Lee
Child's super-selling Jack
Reacher" - The Times"The
literary sensation you've never
heard of." - The Telegraph
Paradise Lost. Book 10 - John
Milton 1972
Thrones, Dominations Dorothy L. Sayers 1999-03-15
Newlyweds Lord Peter Wimsey
and Harriet Vane explore a
mysterious turn of events
during the short-lived reign of
Edward VIII, in a novel left
unfinished and unpublished for
almost sixty years
On the Morning of Christ's
Nativity - John Milton 1896
Poet of Revolution - Nicholas
McDowell 2020-10-27
"This is a new account of the
intellectual, literary and
political development of one
the central poets in the English
canon. Author Nicholas
McDowell follows John Milton
more or less from his birth in
the-john-milton-series-s-7-9

1608 and his education to his
emergence as a polemical
prose writer in the 1640s,
concluding at the moment
when Milton turned his pen to
defending the execution of
Charles I in 1649 in the closing
years of the English Civil War,
though several years before the
onset of the poet's blindness
and the composition of
Paradise Lost. As the author
makes explicit, this is not a
book about the writing of
Milton's great biblical epic;
rather, it is a book about the
formation of the mind that
eventually would create this
epic, though only after that
same mind, of course, justified
the killing of a king. Central to
the book is Milton's evolving
understanding of the ways in
which 'tyranny'-defined initially
in ecclesiastical and clerical
terms but which grows to
encompass political
organization-retards the
intellectual and cultural
progress of a nation. McDowell
demonstrates how this
understanding was shaped not
only by Milton's historical
experience of the political
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turbulence of mid seventeenthcentury Britain, but also by the
interaction between that
experience and his intellectual
life. This, the author says, was
Milton's period of intensive and
almost entirely orthodox
reading in history and religion,
and it was then that he came to
see any clerical encroachment
upon civil authority as tyranny.
His intellectual pursuits, in
tandem with wider events, led
him to turn to explicitly
political prose writing in the
defence of regicide at the
beginning of 1649. This
biography of the first half of
the poet's life shows us how
John Milton the young poet,
scholar, humanist, and
universalist became John
Milton the puritan, republican
and polemicist"-The End of Learning Thomas Festa 2013-09-13
This book shows that education
constitutes the central
metaphor of John Milton's
political as well as his poetic
writing. Demonstrating how
Milton's theory of education
emerged from his own
practices as a reader and
the-john-milton-series-s-7-9

teacher, this book analyzes for
the first time the relationship
between Milton's own material
habits as a reader and his
theory of the power of books.
Milton's instincts for pedagogy,
and the habits of inculcation
everywhere visible in his
writings, take on a larger
political function in his use of
education as a trope for the
transmission of intellectual
history. The book therefore
analyzes Paradise Lost in the
complementary contexts of its
outright educational claims and
more subversive countervailing
measures in order to show how
Milton dramatizes "the end of
learning," which is to say both
its objective and its failure. The
thesis emphasizes the
argumentative resourcefulness
of Milton's efforts to liberate
readers from the tyrannical
bonds of their political
innocence, most immediately in
the context of the failure of
Cromwell's regime to establish
lasting republican institutions.
More philosophically, the book
explores the ways in which
Milton's works investigate the
humane and intellectual
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yearning for justice in response
to the problem of evil.
The Ninth Step - Mark
Dawson 2016-01-15
"Milton is keeping a low profile
in London when he meets
Eddie Fabian. Fabian confesses
that he is considering suicide,
and that the reason for his
depression was the abuse that
he suffered as a child. Milton
offers to help, but, before he
can, Eddie is found dead in
circumstances that Milton
considers suspicious. And then
events take a turn that no-one
could have anticipated...
Milton's attempted good deed
becomes a quest to unveil
corruption at the highest levels
of government and murder at
the dark heart of the criminal
underworld. Milton is pulled
back into the game, and that's
going to have serious
consequences for everyone
who crosses his path"Publisher
description.
John Milton - Richard
Bradford 2013-05-13
There is a crying need for an
accessible, comprehensive
guide to John Milton for the
thousands of students who
the-john-milton-series-s-7-9

make their way through his
poetry every year on literary
survey and seventeenth
century literature courses.
Where many previous guides
have dragged their way
through Paradise Lost, Richard
Bradford brings Milton to life
with an overview of his life,
contexts, work and the
relationship between these,
and of the main critical issues
surrounding his work.
Redeemer - Mark Dawson
2018
John Milton is in Rio de Janeiro,
staying with an old army friend
who runs a private security
company. When one of the
bodyguards doesn’t turn up for
work, Milton offers to stand in.
The job is routine: take the
wife and daughter of an anticorruption judge to a school
recital. What could possibly go
wrong?
The Book Buyer - 1887
The Portable Milton - John
Milton 1976-08-26
The Portable Milton is an
authoritative grand tour
through the imagination of this
prodigal genius. In the course
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of his forty-year career, John
Milton evolved from a prodigy
to a blind prophet, from a
philosophical aesthete to a
Puritan rebel, and from a poet
who proclaimed the triumph of
reason to one obsessed with
the intractability of sin.
Throughout these
transformations, he conceived
his work as a form of prayer,
written in the service of the
supreme being.
The Driver - Mark Dawson
2022-07
Ex-MIC assassin John Milton
has started to hope that he
might have a future. He has a
job driving a taxi around the
streets of San Francisco. He
has his anonymity and his
solitude. But that's all about to
change...
Making Darkness Light - Joe
Moshenska 2021-12-07
An innovative and elegant new
biography of John Milton from
an acclaimed Oxford professor
John Milton was once essential
reading for visionaries and

the-john-milton-series-s-7-9

revolutionaries, from William
Blake to Ben Franklin. Now,
however, he has become a
literary
institution—intimidating rather
than inspiring. In Making
Darkness Light, Oxford
professor Joe Moshenska
rediscovers a poet whose rich
contradictions confound his
monumental image. Immersing
ourselves in the rhythms and
textures of Milton’s world, we
move from the music of his
childhood home to his
encounter with Galileo in
Florence into his idiosyncratic
belief system and his strange,
electrifying imagination.
Making Darkness Light will
change the way we think about
Milton, the place of his
writings in his life, and his life
in history. It is also a book
about Milton’s place in our
times: about our relationship
with the Western canon, about
why and how we read, and
about what happens when we
let someone else’s ideas inflect
our own.
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